GAMEDAY GREEN®
Instant Natural Turf Colourant
INSTANT GREEN-UP
GameDay Green® is patented formulation for application to turfgrass to give an instant natural
deep green colour and condition the turf and soil at the same time. This product is designed to
be sprayed onto the surface of the leaf and will remain there once dry. This is a very effective
way of delivering environmentally friendly Humic Acid to turfgrass and green-up at the same
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time. Once colour has dissipated, the Humic Acids will remain to provide all the benefits of
concentrated organic matter.
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SOIL CONDITIONER
Humic Acids are large organic molecules that have binding sites that will capture and store
nutrients. The use of GameDay Green® will assist in the levels of humus in the profile and
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provide the flexibility required to grow quality turf.
Adding Humic Acids will increase the ionic exchange capacity of the sandy soils, buffer toxic
salts, excessive pH ranges and stimulate biological activity resulting in root proliferation.
GameDay Green® assists in overcoming stress conditions such as recovery from renovation.
FERTILISER
GameDay Green® also contains Nitrogen and Iron to continue with the natural green
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up and quality aspects of turf grass management. This added nutrition makes GameDay
Green® the best and most natural colorant on the market.

(80 Mesh)

APPLICATION PRECAUTIONS
NOZZLE COLOUR
FOR OPTIMUM
WATER RATE

1.

Do not water in immediately after application.

2.

Apply on fine day with no forecast of rain

3.

Avoid contact with fences or other fixtures as staining may occur

4.

If contact occurs simply hose off contaminated area with water straight after application.

ANALYSIS:
ELEMENT
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EDTA Chelate
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HUMIC AND FULVIC ACIDS

12.0

Potassium Humates

wetter / sticker

0.1

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
APPLICATION

Rate

Notes

turf colorant

0.5 - 1.0 L / 100 m

organic conditioner

0.2 - 0.4 L / 100 m2
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APPLICATION NOTES:
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Patent Protected:
AU 2004234413
GB 2415702
US 7,431,743
US 7,678,160
NZ 542767

APPLICATION

Rate

Notes

turf colorant

5 - 10 L water / 100 m

organic conditioner

5 - 10 L water / 100 m2
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